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Abstract:
ABSTRACT SOCK FOR PREVENTING ANKLE INJURY - The present disclosure relates to a sock for
preventing ankle injury of a subject, comprising a sock body which includes a leg section and a
foot section, wherein the leg section comprises a fixation band comprising a first zone of high
compression, configured to contour the transversal leg subject body, wherein the foot section
comprises a second zone of high compression positioned to match the back of the ankle of the
subject and configured to minimize subject adduction/abduction movements; a third zone of
high compression that bounds to the subject leg section and foot section with a X-shape that
begins in the fixation band and contours the plant of the foot section and the upper part of the
foot section, configured to restrict the movement of subject plantar flexion, namely
eversion/inversion movements, wherein the first zone and the second zone of high compression
are bound by a vertical band, wherein such vertical band accompanies laterally the peroneal
alignment path of the subject ending in the fixation band, wherein the remaining zones are low
compression zones.
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Importance of this Innovation:
The importance of intervening in the prevention of ankle sprain is supported by studies that
place this type of injury as the most frequent in several individual and collective sports, which
represent 80 to 100% of all injuries in this anatomical region in some sports.
Up to 650,000 ankle injuries can occur in a single country in Europe (Netherlands), with incidence
rates of 1.5-7 per 1000 person-year in the European population in general.
It is also an injury with a high recurrence rate, and in about 40% of cases it may lead to Chronic
Ankle Instability.
Its prevalence is of concern in Europe, but also in the rest of the world, regardless of age, sex
and competitive level.
The socioeconomic impact on health systems is enormous, because each injury can reach values
in the range of 360,60 € to 10,949.00 €, which multiplied by the total number of injuries can
exceed 234 million euros per year.
Ankle sprain as a health problem has prevention as the best possible solution. Since preventive
policies best serve the interests of general society, it is essential to focus on methods of simple
application, transversal to the entire world population, that promote individual autonomy,
foster an active lifestyle and improve the quality of life.
Thus, the ease of implementation of this preventive method in sports communities and in the
general population, regardless of age, physical activity level or gender, makes this prevention
method the perfect vehicle to benefit the largest number of people in the world.
Because it is such a frequent injury, any effective method of reducing the risk of injury will
ultimately benefit thousands of people.
The fact that the socks are a piece of clothing essential to sports practice promotes adherence
to the preventive program, since the user will hardly forget it. The same does not happen with
the other available methods (ankle bandages and ankle supports) which, as an "additional" part
of the sportswear, is often not added to the sports bag by forgetfulness.
These new socks will allow the user to maintain the same levels of sensitivity and/or perception
to contact with the ball, a factor of extreme importance in sports such as soccer and futsal. On
the other hand, the existing solutions, "ankle bandages + conventional socks" or "Ankle supports
+ conventional socks", reduce this sensitivity and/or perception, impairing the performance,
namely of the assertiveness of the pass. When the athlete associates a preventive method to
performance reduction, often lead to the poor adhesion to that preventive method. With these
new socks solution, this problem does not arise.
In the economic point of view, expressed in the costs of acquiring sports equipment by the
athlete or club, this new solution is intended to be advantageous since it is reusable (in contrast

to functional bandages) and is part of the wearer's clothing, not appearing as an additional piece
to the sportswear. Thus, the athlete / club would need to purchase only a sock, rather than
buying conventional socks and additionally ankle supports.
Aware of the urgent premise of avoiding waste and encouraging reuse, these socks are a more
environmentally friendly solution as they are a reusable prevention method. On the other hand,
solutions such as functional bandages that do not allow their reuse and that use glues in their
bands are completely disposable and nontransferable, which does not allow them to be a
sustainable environmental solution.
These new socks will help solve the health and socioeconomic problems associated with this
injury.
It is innovative concept will be incorporating in a single piece of clothing (socks), the theoretical
foundations and characteristics of two methods widely used in the prevention of this injury
(Ankle Supports and Functional bandages).
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Product quality control:

Compression control:
Pressure measuring device – MST MK V, from, Switzerland

Elasticity control:
Socks Stretcher - Electric Stretch Tester from Italy

Fiber tension control:
Tensiometer

All these devices allow the socks to maintain high standards of quality. We only can guarantee
that the characteristics of the socks remain the same throughout the production with all these
measuring instruments.
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Integrated in a doctoral thesis in sports
physiotherapy – Faculty of Sports, University of
Porto (2018)
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Study results:
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